ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
WEST VIRGINIA

FRAMEWORK ISSUE 1: CRIMINALIZATION OF DOMESTIC MINOR SEX TRAFFICKING

Legal Components:

1.1 The state human trafficking law addresses sex trafficking and clearly defines a human trafficking victim as any minor under the age of 18 used in a commercial sex act without regard to use of force, fraud, or coercion, aligning to the federal trafficking law.

1.2 Commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC) is identified as a separate and distinct offense from general sexual offenses, which may also be used to prosecute those who commit commercial sex offenses against minors.

1.3 CSEC or prostitution statutes refer to the sex trafficking statute to identify the commercially sexually exploited minor as a trafficking victim.

Legal Analysis:

1.1 The state human trafficking law addresses sex trafficking and clearly defines a human trafficking victim as any minor under the age of 18 used in a commercial sex act without regard to use of force, fraud, or coercion, aligning to the federal trafficking law.

West Virginia has not enacted a human trafficking or sex trafficking law.

1.1.1 Recommendation: Enact a stand-alone sex trafficking statute that establishes the crime of domestic minor sex trafficking and does not require proof of the use of force, fraud, or coercion for minors under 18.2

---

1 Unless otherwise specified, all references to West Virginia’s statutes were taken from West Virginia Code Annotated (LEXIS through 2011 First & Second Sess.) and all federal statutes were taken from United States Code (LEXIS through PL 112-54, approved 11/12/11).

2 Subsequent recommendations in this report referring to the state human trafficking law are predicated upon the recommendations in Section 1.1 being previously or simultaneously implemented.
1.2 Commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC) is identified as a separate and distinct offense from general sexual offenses, which may also be used to prosecute those who commit commercial sex offenses against minors.

West Virginia has several statutes specifically criminalizing CSEC, including the following:

1. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties) states in part, “Any person who . . . takes away a child under the age of sixteen years from any person having lawful charge of such child, for the purpose of prostitution or concubinage, shall be guilty of a felony . . . .” A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for 3–10 years. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a).3

2. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty) states,

Whoever shall by any means keep, hold, detain, or restrain any person in a house of prostitution or other place where prostitution is practiced or allowed; or whoever shall directly or indirectly, keep, hold, detain, or restrain, or attempt to keep, hold, detain, or restrain, in any house of prostitution or other place where prostitution is practiced or allowed, any person by any means, for the purpose of compelling such person, directly or indirectly, to pay, liquidate or cancel any debt, dues or obligations incurred or said to have been incurred by such person shall, . . . where the person so kept, held, detained or restrained is a minor, any person violating the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction, shall be confined in the penitentiary not less than two years nor more than five years or fined not more than five thousand dollars, or both.

3. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty),

Any person who shall procure an inmate for a house of prostitution, or who, by promises, threats, violence, or by any device or scheme, shall cause, induce, persuade or encourage a person to become an inmate of a house of prostitution, or shall procure a place as inmate in a house of prostitution for a person; or any person who shall, by promises, threats, violence, or by any device or scheme cause, induce, persuade or encourage an inmate of a house of prostitution to remain therein as such inmate; or any person who shall, by fraud or artifice, or by duress of person or goods, or by abuse of any position of confidence or authority, procure any person to become an inmate of a house of ill fame, or to enter any place in which prostitution is encouraged or allowed within this state, or to come into or leave this state for the purpose of prostitution, or who shall procure any person to become an inmate of a house of ill fame within this state or to come into or leave this state for the purpose of prostitution; or shall receive or give or agree to receive or give any money or thing of value for procuring or attempting to procure any person to become an inmate of a house of ill fame within this state, or to come into or leave this state for the purpose of prostitution, shall be guilty of pandering . . . .

A conviction under this statute, if the “inmate” is a minor, is punishable as a felony by imprisonment for 2–5 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-7.

---

3 Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11-18(a) (Punishment for second or third offense of felony), with some exceptions, when any person shall be convicted of an offense and is subject to confinement in the state correctional facility therefor, and it is determined, as provided in section nineteen [§ 61-11-19] of this article, that such person had been before convicted in the United States of a crime punishable by confinement in a penitentiary, the court shall, if the sentence to be imposed is for a definite term of years, add five years to the time for which the person is or would be otherwise sentenced. Whenever in such case the court imposes an indeterminate sentence, the minimum term shall be twice the term of years otherwise provided for under such sentence.

4. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty) provides,

Any person who, knowing another person to be a prostitute, shall live or derive support or maintenance, in whole or in part, from the earnings or proceeds of the prostitution of such prostitute, or from money loaned or advanced to or charged against such prostitution by any keeper or manager or inmate of a house or other place where prostitution is practiced or allowed, or shall tout or receive compensation for touting for such prostitution, shall be guilty of pimping . . . .

A conviction under this statute, if the prostituted person is a minor, is punishable as a felony by imprisonment for a minimum of 2 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-8.

5. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8A-5 (Employment or use of minor to produce obscene matter or assist in doing sexually explicit conduct; penalties) states, “Any adult who, with knowledge that a person is a minor or who fails to exercise reasonable care in ascertaining the age of a minor, hires, employs or uses such minor to produce obscene matter or to do or assist in doing any sexually explicit conduct, is guilty of a felony . . . .”

A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for up to 10 years, a fine not to exceed $50,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8A-5.

6. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2(a) (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) states, “Any person who causes or knowingly permits, uses, persuades, induces, entices or coerces such minor to engage in or uses such minor to do or assist in any sexually explicit conduct shall be guilty of a felony when such person has knowledge that any such act is being photographed or filmed.”


Additionally, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2(c),

Any parent, legal guardian or person having custody and control of a minor, who photographs or films such minor in any sexually explicit conduct or causes or knowingly permits, uses, persuades, induces,

---

5 “Obscene Matter” is defined as “matter that: (1) An average person, applying contemporary adult community standards, would find, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest, is intended to appeal to the prurient interest, or is pandered to a prurient interest; (2) An average person, applying community standards, would find depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexually explicit conduct; and (3) A reasonable person would find, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8A-1(j).
6 “Sexually explicit conduct” is defined as “an ultimate sexual act, normal or perverted, actual or simulated, including sexual intercourse, sodomy, oral copulation, sexual bestiality, sexual sadism and masochism, masturbation, excretory functions and lewd exhibition of the genitals.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8A-1(m).
7 Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-1(c) (Definitions),

Sexually explicit conduct includes any of the following, whether actually performed or simulated:
(1) Genital to genital intercourse;
(2) Fellatio;
(3) Cunnilingus;
(4) Anal intercourse;
(5) Oral to anal intercourse;
(6) Bestiality;
(7) Masturbation;
(8) Sadomasochistic abuse, including, but not limited to, flagellation, torture or bondage;
(9) Excretory functions in a sexual context; or
(10) Exhibition of the genitals, pubic or rectal areas of any person in a sexual context.
entices or coerces such minor child to engage in or assist in any sexually explicit act shall be guilty of a felony when such person has knowledge that any such act may be photographed or filmed.

A conviction under any of the provisions of this statute is punishable by imprisonment for up to 10 years, a fine not to exceed $10,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2(a)–(c).

7. According to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), “Any person over the age of eighteen, who knowingly uses [or attempts to use] a computer to solicit, entice, seduce or lure . . . a minor known or believed to be at least four years younger than the person using the computer . . . to commit . . . [several crimes, including prostitution] is guilty of a felony . . . .” A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for 2–10 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b.

Several other laws, while not expressly commercial in nature, may also apply in cases involving CSEC. These include the following:

1. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-3(a)(2), (b) (Sexual assault in the first degree), a person older than 14 years old who “engages in sexual intercourse or sexual intrusion with another person who is younger than twelve years old and is not married to that person” is guilty of a felony. A conviction under W. Va. Code § 61-8B-3 is punishable by imprisonment for 15–35 years in a state correctional facility and a possible fine of $1,000–$10,000. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-3(b). However, if the defendant is 18 or older and the one of the following aggravating circumstances exists:
   (1) The person employed forcible compulsion in commission of the offense;
   (2) The offense constituted, resulted from or involved a predatory act as defined in subsection (m), section two, article twelve, chapter fifteen of this code;
   (3) The person was armed with a weapon or any article used or fashioned in a manner to lead the victim to reasonably believe it to be a dangerous weapon and used or threatened to use the weapon or article to cause the victim to submit; or
   (4) The person removed the victim from one place to another and did not release the victim in a safe place. For the purposes of this section, “release the victim in a safe place” means release of a victim in a place and manner which realistically conveys to the victim that he or she is free from captivity in circumstances and surroundings wherein aid is readily available.

Subsequent convictions of certain sex offenses by persons with convictions for “sexually violent offenses” against a victim under 12 also result in enhanced penalties. W. Va. Code § 61-8B-9b. W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(i) defines a “sexually violent offense” as

   (1) Sexual assault in the first degree as set forth in section three, article eight-b, chapter sixty-one of this code or of a similar provision in another state, federal or military jurisdiction;
   (2) Sexual assault in the second degree as set forth in section four, article eight-b, chapter sixty-one of this code or of a similar provision in another state, federal or military jurisdiction;
   (3) Sexual assault of a spouse as set forth in the former provisions of section six, article eight-b, chapter sixty-one of this code, which was repealed by an Act of the Legislature during the two thousand legislative session, or of a similar provision in another state, federal or military jurisdiction;
   (4) Sexual abuse in the first degree as set forth in section seven, article eight-b, chapter sixty-one of this code or of a similar provision in another state, federal or military jurisdiction.

9 W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-1(7) (Definition of terms) defines “sexual intercourse” as “any act between persons involving penetration, however slight, of the female sex organ by the male sex organ or involving contact between the sex organs of one person and the mouth or anus of another person.”

10 “Sexual intrusion” is defined as “any act between persons involving penetration, however slight, of the female sex organ or of the anus of any person by an object for the purpose of degrading or humiliating the person so penetrated or for gratifying the sexual desire of either party.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-1(8).
victim is under 12, a conviction is punishable by imprisonment for 25–100 years in a state correctional facility and a mandatory fine of $5,000–$25,000. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-3(c).

2. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-5(a)(2), (b) (Sexual assault in the third degree) states that a person, who is at least 16 years old, who “engages in sexual intercourse or sexual intrusion with another person who is less than sixteen years old and who is at least four years younger than the defendant and is not married to the defendant” is guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment for 1–5 years in a state correctional facility and a possible fine not to exceed $10,000. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-5(b).

3. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-7(a)(3), (b) (Sexual abuse in the first degree) states that a person 14 years or older who “subjects another person to sexual contact11 who is younger than twelve years old” commits a felony. A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for 1–5 years in a state correctional facility and a possible fine not to exceed $10,000. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-7(b). However, if the defendant is 18 or older and the victim is under 12, a conviction is punishable by imprisonment for 5–25 years and a mandatory fine of $1,000–$5,000. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-7(c).

4. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-9(a), (c) (Sexual abuse in the third degree) makes it a misdemeanor when a person, 16 years or older and 4 years older than the victim, “subjects another person to sexual contact without the latter’s consent, when such lack of consent is due to the victim’s incapacity to consent by reason of being less than sixteen years old.” A conviction under this statute is punishable by up to 90 days in jail and a possible fine not to exceed $500. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-9(c).

Although these statutes may be applicable in prosecuting CSEC crimes, they have limited usefulness in sex offense prosecutions against older minors because a defendant can raise a consent defense when the victim is 16 years of age or older. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-2(a), (c)(1). W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-2(a) specifically provides, “Whether or not specifically stated, it is an element of every offense defined in this article that the sexual act was committed without the consent of the victim.” Under subsection (c)(1), “A person is deemed incapable of consent when such person is: (1) Less than sixteen years old.”

1.3 CSEC or prostitution statutes refer to the sex trafficking statute to identify the commercially sexually exploited minor as a trafficking victim.

West Virginia has not enacted a human trafficking statute.

1.3.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties), § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty; venue; competency as witness; marriage no defense), § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty; prostitute may testify), and § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) to refer to a human trafficking statute and clarify the status of those under 18 involved in commercial sexual activity as trafficking victims.

11 W. Va. Code § 61-8B-1(6) defines “sexual contact” as the following:

Any intentional touching, either directly or through clothing, of the breasts, buttocks, anus or any part of the sex organs of another person, or intentional touching of any part of another person's body by the actor's sex organs, where the victim is not married to the actor and the touching is done for the purpose of gratifying the sexual desire of either party.
Legal Components:

2.1 The state sex trafficking law can be applied to buyers of commercial sex acts with a victim of domestic minor sex trafficking.

2.2 Buyers of commercial sex acts with a minor can be prosecuted under CSEC laws.

2.3 Solicitation of prostitution laws differentiate between buying sex acts with an adult and buying sex acts with a minor under 18.

2.4 Penalties for buyers of commercial sex acts with minors are as high as federal penalties.

2.5 Using the Internet to lure, entice, or purchase, or attempt to lure, entice, or purchase commercial sex acts with a minor is a separate crime or results in an enhanced penalty for buyers.

2.6 No age mistake defense is permitted for a buyer of commercial sex acts with any minor under 18.

2.7 Base penalties for buying sex acts with a minor are sufficiently high for all minors under 18 and not reduced for older minors.

2.8 Financial penalties for buyers of commercial sex acts with minors are sufficiently high to make it difficult for buyers to hide the crime.

2.9 Buying and possessing child pornography carries penalties as high as similar federal offenses.

2.10 Convicted buyers of commercial sex acts with minors and child pornography are required to register as sex offenders.

Legal Analysis:

2.1 The state sex trafficking law can be applied to buyers of commercial sex acts with a victim of domestic minor sex trafficking.

West Virginia has not enacted a human trafficking or sex trafficking law.

2.1.1 Recommendation: Enact a human trafficking law that applies the law to buyers of commercial sex with minors.

2.2 Buyers of commercial sex acts with a minor can be prosecuted under CSEC laws.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) includes the crime of soliciting prostitution with a minor through electronic communications, stating, “Any person over the age of eighteen who knowingly uses a computer to solicit, entice, seduce or lure or attempt to solicit, entice, seduce, or lure . . . a minor known or believed to be at least four years younger than the person using the computer . . . to commit . . . [several crimes, including prostitution] is guilty of a felony . . . .” A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for 2–10 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b.

In the absence of a CSEC law to prosecute those buyers of commercial sex acts with minors who do not use a computer to commit the offense, a buyer most likely would be prosecuted under West Virginia’s general solicitation law, W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties). W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) makes it illegal for a person to “solicit, induce, entice, or procure another to commit an act of prostitution, lewdness, or assignation . . . enter, or remain in any house, place, building, hotel, tourist camp, or other structure or enter or remain in any vehicle, trailer, or other conveyance for the purpose of prostitution, lewdness, or assignation; or . . . aid, abet, or participate in the doing of any of the acts herein . . . .”

12 “Tourist camp” is defined as “any temporary or permanent buildings, tents, cabins, or structures, or trailers, or other vehicles which are maintained, offered, or used for dwelling or sleeping quarters for pay.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(c).

Several sexual offenses could be used to prosecute some buyers of commercial sex acts with a minor but do not specifically criminalize the commercial sexual exploitation of a child, and do not identify the minors involved as human trafficking victims. Furthermore, although these statutes may apply to buyers for CSEC crimes, they are of limited usefulness in sex offense prosecutions against older minors because a buyer can raise a consent defense when the victim is 16 years of age or older. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-2(a), (c)(1).

2.2.1 Recommendation: West Virginia should enact a law that makes purchasing commercial sex acts with children under 18 a separate offense.

2.3 Solicitation of prostitution laws differentiate between buying sex acts with an adult and buying sex acts with a minor under 18.

West Virginia solicitation laws do not differentiate between buying sex with an adult and buying sex with a minor, unless a computer is involved. Buyers of commercial sex with adults and commercial sex with minors are guilty of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties).

According to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), “Any person over the age of eighteen, who knowingly uses a computer to solicit, entice, seduce or lure or attempt to solicit, entice, seduce, or lure . . . a minor known or believed to be at least four years younger than the person using the computer . . . to commit . . . [several crimes, including prostitution] is guilty of a felony . . . .” A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for 2–10 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b.

2.3.1 Recommendation: Establish a separate crime for buying or attempting to buy sex with a minor that imposes higher penalties than are currently imposed for buying sex with an adult under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties; jurisdiction of courts), and refer in this law to any human trafficking law.

2.4 Penalties for buyers of commercial sex acts with minors are as high as federal penalties.

A conviction under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) is punishable by imprisonment for 2–10 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b. In the absence of a CSEC or trafficking law to prosecute buyers of commercial sex with minors who do not use a computer to commit the offense, buyers of sex with minors may be prosecuted under the general solicitation statute, W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties). First offenses are punishable by 60 days–6 months in jail and a fine of $50–$100. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b). Second convictions are punishable by 6 months–1 year in jail and a fine of $100–$250. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b).

Several sexual offense laws may be used to prosecute certain buyers of sex acts with a minor.14

In comparison, if the victim is under the age of 14, a conviction under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA)15 for child sex trafficking is punishable by 15 years to life imprisonment and a fine not to exceed $250,000. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1591(b)(1), 3559(a)(1), 3571(b)(3). If the victim is between the ages of 14–17, a

---

13 See supra Section 1.2 for a full description of the sexual offense laws that may be used to prosecute certain buyers.
14 See discussion of relevant provisions that may apply to certain buyers supra Section 1.2.
conviction is punishable by 10 years to life imprisonment and a fine not to exceed $250,000. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1591(b)(2), 3559(a)(1), 3571(b)(3). A conviction is punishable by mandatory life imprisonment, however, if the buyer has a prior conviction for a federal sex offense against a minor. To the extent buyers can be prosecuted under other federal CSEC laws, a conviction is punishable by penalties ranging from a fine not to exceed $250,000 to life imprisonment and a fine not to exceed $250,000.

2.5 Using the Internet to lure, entice, or purchase, or attempt to lure, entice, or purchase commercial sex acts with a minor is a separate crime or results in an enhanced penalty for buyers.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) makes the use of a computer to lure or entice commercial sex acts with a minor illegal. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b,

Any person over the age of eighteen, who knowingly uses a computer to solicit, entice, seduce or lure, or attempt to solicit, entice, seduce or lure, a minor known or believed to be at least four years younger than the person using the computer or a person he or she reasonably believes to be a minor, to commit any illegal act proscribed by the provisions of article eight [Crimes against chastity, morality and decency], eight-b [Sexual offenses], eight-c [Filming of sexually explicit conduct of minors], or eight-d [Child abuse] of this chapter . . . is guilty of a felony . . . .

Article 8, referred to in W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b, includes W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b), which makes it a crime for a person to “solicit, induce, entice, or procure another to commit an act of prostitution, lewdness, or assignation.”

A conviction under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b is punishable as a felony by imprisonment for 2–10 years in a state correctional facility, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b.

2.6 No age mistake defense is permitted for a buyer of commercial sex acts with any minor under 18.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) does not provide for or prohibit a mistake of age defense.

2.6.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) to expressly prohibit a mistake of age defense.

2.6.2 Recommendation: Include a prohibition on mistake of age defense in a sex trafficking law.

\[\text{Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3559(e)(2), “federal sex offense” is defined as} \]


17 18 U.S.C. §§ 2251A(b) (Selling or buying of children), 2251(a) (Sexual exploitation of children), 2423(a) (Transportation of a minor with intent for minor to engage in criminal sexual activity), 2422(a) (Coercion and enticement), 2252(a)(2), (a)(4) (Certain activities relating to material involving the sexual exploitation of minors).

\[\text{18 U.S.C. §§ 2251A(b) (conviction punishable by imprisonment for 30 years to life and a fine), 2251(e) (conviction punishable by imprisonment for 15–30 years and a fine), 2423(a) (conviction punishable by imprisonment for 10 years to life and a fine), 2422(a) (conviction punishable by a fine, imprisonment up to 20 years, or both), 2252(a)(2), (4) (stating that a conviction under subsection (a)(2) is punishable by imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine, while a conviction under subsection (a)(4) is punishable by imprisonment up to 10 years, a fine, or both.); see also 18 U.S.C. §§ 3559(a)(1) (classifying all of the above listed offenses as felonies), 3571(b)(3) (providing a fine up to $250,000 for any felony conviction).} \]
2.7 **Base penalties for buying sex acts with a minor are sufficiently high for all minors under 18 and not reduced for older minors.**

According to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), “Any person over the age of eighteen, who knowingly uses a computer to solicit, entice, seduce or lure or attempt to solicit, entice, seduce or lure . . . a minor known or believed to be at least four years younger than the person using the computer . . . to commit . . . [several crimes, including prostitution,] is guilty of a felony . . . .” A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for 2–10 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b. Although this statute does not expressly stagger penalties according to the victim’s age, the requirement that the defendant be at least 4 years older than the victim could potentially limit application of this offense in cases involving older minor victims.

2.8 **Financial penalties for buyers of commercial sex acts with minors are sufficiently high to make it difficult for buyers to hide the crime.**

Convicted buyers over 18 who use a computer to solicit a child for prostitution in violation of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) may be fined up to $5,000. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b. Absent a law that makes it a crime to purchase commercial sex acts with a minor without using a computer to accomplish the offense, a buyer might be convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties; jurisdiction of courts), which carries a fine of $50–$100 for a first conviction and a fine of $100–$250 for a second conviction. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b).

Additionally, West Virginia has a general restitution statute that may apply to buyers in certain instances. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(a) (Restitution; when ordered) permits the court, when sentencing defendants, presumably including buyers, to order defendants to pay restitution when “convicted of a felony or misdemeanor causing physical, psychological or economic injury or loss to a victim . . . unless the court finds restitution to be wholly or partially impractical as set forth” in the Victim Protection Act of 1984. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(b)(2), where the victim suffers “bodily injury,” a defendant will be ordered to

(A) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary medical and related professional services and devices relating to physical, psychiatric and psychological care, including nonmedical care and treatment rendered in accordance with a method of healing recognized by the law of the place of treatment;
(B) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary physical and occupational therapy and rehabilitation; and
(C) Reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a result of the offense.

Persons convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), discussed in Section 2.9, may also be required, in addition to any penalties and restitution imposed by the court, to “pay all or any portion of the cost of medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment of the minor resulting from the act or acts for which the person is convicted, whether or not the minor is considered to have sustained bodily injury.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-4.

2.9 **Buying and possessing child pornography carries penalties as high as similar federal offenses.**

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) criminalizes the possession of child pornography. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 provides that “[a]ny person who, with knowledge . . . possesses . . . any material visually portraying a minor engaged in any sexually explicit conduct is guilty of a felony . . . .” A conviction under this statute is punishable by imprisonment for up to 2 years in the penitentiary and a fine not to exceed $2,000. W. Va. Code

---

19 See supra note 6.
Ann. § 61-8C-3. In addition to criminal penalties and restitution imposed by the court, persons convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) may also be required to “pay all or any portion of the cost of medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment of the minor resulting from the act or acts for which the person is convicted, whether or not the minor is considered to have sustained bodily injury.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-4.

In comparison, a federal conviction for possession of child pornography is generally punishable by imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine not to exceed $250,000. Subsequent convictions, however, are punishable by imprisonment up to 40 years and a fine not to exceed $250,000.

2.9.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) to increase the penalties for possession of child pornography.

2.10 Convicted buyers of commercial sex acts with minors and child pornography are required to register as sex offenders.

West Virginia’s Sex Offender Registration Act, W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-1 et seq., establishes sex offender registration requirements. Specifically, W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(b) (Registration) requires any person convicted of specified offenses to register as a sex offender. Those specific offenses include convictions under the following statutes: W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), § 61-8B-3(a)(2) (Sexual assault in the first degree), § 61-8B-5(a)(2) (Sexual assault in the third degree), § 61-8B-7(a)(3) (Sexual abuse in the first degree), and § 61-8B-9(a) (Sexual abuse in the third degree). Furthermore, “Any person who has been convicted of a criminal offense and the sentencing judge made a written finding that the offense was sexually motivated shall also register as set forth in this article.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(c).

A conviction under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties; jurisdiction of courts), however, is not an enumerated offense in W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(b) automatically requiring a convicted defendant to register as a sex offender, even if the victim is a minor. Thus, registration as a sex offender could only be required for convictions under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(c) by written findings of the court that the offense was sexually motivated.

---

20 18 U.S.C. §§ 2252(a)(2), (a)(4) (Certain activities relating to material involving the sexual exploitation of minors), 2252A(a)(2)–(3) (Certain activities relating to material constituting or containing child pornography), 1466A(a), (b) (Obscene visual representations of the sexual abuse of children).

21 18 U.S.C. §§ 2252(b) (stating that a conviction under subsection (a)(2) is punishable by imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine, while a conviction under subsection (a)(4) is punishable by imprisonment up to 10 years, a fine, or both), 2252A(b)(1) (a conviction is punishable by imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine), 1466A(a), (b) (stating that a conviction under subsection (a) is “subject to the penalties provided in section 2252A(b)(1),” imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine, while a conviction under subsection (b) is “subject to the penalties provided in section 2252A(b)(2),” imprisonment up to 10 years, a fine, or both); see also 18 U.S.C. §§ 3559(a)(1) (classifying all of the above listed offenses as felonies), 3571(b)(3) (providing a fine up to $250,000 for any felony conviction).

22 18 U.S.C. §§ 2252(b) (stating if a person has a prior conviction under subsection (a)(2), or a list of other statutes, a conviction is punishable by a fine and imprisonment for 15–40 years, but if a person has a prior conviction under subsection (a)(4), or a list of other statutes, a conviction is punishable by a fine and imprisonment for 10–20 years), 2252A(b)(1) (stating if a person has a prior conviction under subsection (a)(2), (a)(3), or a list of other statutes, a conviction is punishable by a fine and imprisonment for 15–40 years), 1466A(a), (b) (stating that the penalty scheme for section 2252A(b) applies); see also 18 U.S.C. §§ 3559(a)(1) (classifying all of the above listed offenses as felonies), 3571(b)(3) (providing a fine up to $250,000 for any felony conviction).

23 “For purposes of this article, the term ‘sexually motivated’ means that one of the purposes for which a person committed the crime was for any person's sexual gratification.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(j).
Legal Components:

3.1 Penalties for trafficking a child for sexual exploitation are as high as federal penalties.
3.2 Creating and distributing child pornography carries penalties as high as similar federal offenses.
3.3 Using the Internet to lure, entice, recruit, or sell commercial sex acts with a minor is a separate crime or results in an enhanced penalty for traffickers.
3.4 Financial penalties for traffickers, including asset forfeiture, are sufficiently high.
3.5 Convicted traffickers are required to register as sex offenders.
3.6 Laws relating to termination of parental rights for certain offenses include sex trafficking or CSEC offenses in order to remove the children of traffickers from their control and potential exploitation.

Legal Analysis:

3.1 Penalties for trafficking a child for sexual exploitation are as high as federal penalties.\(^{24}\)

Although West Virginia has not specifically enacted a human trafficking law, traffickers may be prosecuted under various criminal laws.


Traffickers could also be prosecuted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty), which provides, “Any person who, knowing another person to be a prostitute, shall live or derive support or maintenance, in whole or in part, from the earnings or proceeds of the prostitution of such prostitute, or from money loaned or advanced to or charged against such prostitution by any keeper or manager or inmate of a house or other place where prostitution is practiced or allowed, or shall tout or receive compensation for touting for such prostitution, shall be guilty of pimping . . . .” When the person prostituted is a minor, a conviction under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-8 is a felony punishable by a minimum of imprisonment for 2 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both.

Traffickers may also face prosecution under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty) and § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty), both of which are considered felonies when the victim is a minor and are punishable by imprisonment for 2–5 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. §§ 61-8-6, 61-8-7. Traffickers convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) will receive a sentence of imprisonment for 2–10 years in a state correctional facility, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b.

West Virginia’s Anti-Organized Criminal Enterprise Act, W. Va. Code Ann. Chapter 61 (Crimes and their punishment), Article 13 (Anti-organized criminal enterprise act), may also be used to prosecute traffickers. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-3(a), (b) (Offenses),

(a) Any person who knowingly and willfully becomes a member of an organized criminal enterprise and who knowingly promotes, further or assists in the commission of any qualifying offense himself or herself or in combination with another member of an organized criminal enterprise shall be guilty of a

\(^{24}\) See supra Section 1.2 for a full description of the substantive provisions of the West Virginia CSEC laws applicable to traffickers.
felony and, upon conviction, shall be confined in a state correctional facility for not more than ten years or fined not more than $25,000, or both. The offense set forth in this subsection is separate and distinct from that of any qualifying offense and may be punished separately.

(b) Any person who knowingly solicits, invites, recruits, encourages or causes another to become a member of an organized criminal enterprise or to assist members of an organized criminal enterprise to aid or assist in the commission of a qualifying offense by one or more members of an organized criminal enterprise shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, be confined in a state correctional facility for not more than five years or fined not more than $10,000, or both.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2 (Definitions) defines “organized criminal enterprise” as “a combination of five or more persons engaging over a period of not less than six months in one or more of the qualifying offenses set forth in this section.” Qualifying offenses include felony convictions under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties), § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), or any convictions under § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty). W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2.

In comparison, if the victim is under the age of 14, a conviction under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA)25 for child sex trafficking is punishable by 15 years to life imprisonment and a fine not to exceed $250,000. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1591(b)(1), 3559(a)(1), 3571(b)(3). If the victim is between the ages of 14–17, a conviction is punishable by 10 years to life imprisonment and a fine not to exceed $250,000. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1591(b)(2), 3559(a)(1), 3571(b)(3). A conviction is punishable by mandatory life imprisonment, however, if the trafficker has a prior conviction for a federal sex offense26 against a minor.

3.2 Creating and distributing child pornography carries penalties as high as similar federal offenses.

Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2(a) (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), “Any person who causes or knowingly permits, uses, persuades, induces, entices or coerces such minor to do or assist in any sexually explicit conduct27 shall be guilty of a felony when such person has knowledge that any such act is being photographed or filmed.” Under subsection (b), “Any person who photographs or films such minor engaging in any sexually explicit conduct shall be guilty of a felony . . . .” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2(a), (b). Additionally, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2(c),

Any parent, legal guardian or person having custody and control of a minor, who photographs or films such minor in any sexually explicit conduct28 or causes or knowingly permits, uses, persuades, induces, entices or coerces such minor child to engage in or assist in any sexually explicit act shall be guilty of a felony when such person has knowledge that any such act may be photographed or filmed.

A conviction under any of the provisions of this statute is punishable by imprisonment for up to 10 years, a fine not to exceed $10,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2(a), (b).

Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8A-5 (Employment or use of minor to produce obscene matter or assist in doing sexually explicit conduct; penalties),

25 See supra note 15.
26 See supra note 16.
27 See supra note 7.
28 See supra note 7.
Any adult who, with knowledge that a person is a minor or who fails to exercise reasonable care in ascertaining the age of a minor, hires, employs or uses such minor to produce obscene matter\textsuperscript{29} or to do or assist in doing any sexually explicit conduct,\textsuperscript{30} is guilty of a felony . . . .

A conviction under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8A-5 is punishable by imprisonment for up to 10 years, a fine not to exceed $50,000, or both.

In comparison, if the victim is under the age of 14, a conviction under the TVPA for child sex trafficking is punishable by 15 years to life imprisonment and a fine not to exceed $250,000. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1591(b)(1), 3559(a)(1), 3571(b)(3). If the victim is between the ages of 14–17, a conviction is punishable by 10 years to life imprisonment and a fine not to exceed $250,000. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1591(b)(2), 3559(a)(1), 3571(b)(3). A conviction is punishable by mandatory life imprisonment, however, if the trafficker has a prior conviction for a federal sex offense\textsuperscript{31} against a minor. Additionally, a federal conviction for distribution of child pornography\textsuperscript{32} is generally punishable by imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine not to exceed $250,000.\textsuperscript{33} Subsequent convictions, however, are punishable by imprisonment up to 40 years and a fine not to exceed $250,000.\textsuperscript{34}

### 3.3 Using the Internet to lure, entice, recruit, or sell commercial sex acts with a minor is a separate crime or results in an enhanced penalty for traffickers.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) criminalizes the use of a computer to lure or entice a minor to perform commercial sex acts. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b,

Any person over the age of eighteen, who knowingly uses a computer to solicit, entice, seduce or lure, or attempt to solicit, entice, seduce or lure, a minor known or believed to be at least four years younger than the person using the computer or a person he or she reasonably believes to be a minor, to commit any illegal act proscribed by the provisions of article eight [Crimes against chastity, morality and decency], eight-b [Sexual offenses], eight-c [Filming of sexually explicit conduct of minors], or eight-d [Child abuse] of this chapter . . . is guilty of a felony . . . .

Article 8 predicate offenses include W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5 (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties; jurisdiction of courts), § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty), and § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty).

A conviction under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b is a felony punishable by imprisonment for 2–10 years, a fine not to exceed $5,000, or both.

\textsuperscript{29} See supra note 5.
\textsuperscript{30} See supra note 6.
\textsuperscript{31} See supra note 16.
\textsuperscript{32} 18 U.S.C. §§ 2252(a)(1), (a)(2), (a)(3) (Certain activities relating to material involving the sexual exploitation of minors), 2252A(a)(2), (a)(3) (Certain activities relating to material constituting or containing child pornography), 1466A(a) (Obscene visual representations of the sexual abuse of children).
\textsuperscript{33} 18 U.S.C. §§ 2252(b) (stating that a conviction under subsection (a)(1), (a)(2), or (a)(3) is punishable by imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine), 2252A(b)(1) (a conviction is punishable by imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine), 1466A(a), (b) (stating that a conviction under subsection (a) is “subject to the penalties provided in section 2252A(b)(1),” imprisonment for 5–20 years and a fine, while a conviction under subsection (b) is “subject to the penalties provided in section 2252A(b)(2),” imprisonment up to 10 years a fine, or both); see also 18 U.S.C. §§ 3559(a)(1) (classifying all of the above listed offenses as felonies), 3571(b)(3) (providing a fine up to $250,000 for any felony conviction).
\textsuperscript{34} 18 U.S.C. §§ 2252(b) (stating if a person has a prior conviction under subsection (a)(1), (a)(2), or (a)(3) or a list of other statutes, a conviction is punishable by a fine and imprisonment for 15–40 years), 2252A(b)(1) (stating if a person has a prior conviction under subsection (a)(2), (a)(3), or a list of other statutes, a conviction is punishable by a fine and imprisonment for 15–40 years), 1466A(a), (b) (stating that the penalty scheme for section 2252A(b) applies); see also 18 U.S.C. §§ 3559(a)(1) (classifying all of the above listed offenses as felonies), 3571(b)(3) (providing a fine up to $250,000 for any felony conviction).
Financial penalties for traffickers, including asset forfeiture, are sufficiently high.

No fines are imposed on traffickers convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties). Traffickers convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty), or § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) are subject to a possible fine not to exceed $5,000, if the victim is a minor. Traffickers convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) are subject to a possible fine not to exceed $10,000. Traffickers convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-3(a) (Offenses), West Virginia’s Anti-Organized Criminal Enterprise Act, are also subject to a possible fine not to exceed $25,000. Lastly, a trafficker convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8A-5 (Employment or use of minor to produce obscene matter or assist in doing sexually explicit conduct; penalties) is subject to a possible fine not to exceed $50,000.

Additionally, West Virginia has a general restitution statute that may apply to traffickers in certain instances. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(a) (Restitution; when ordered) permits the court, when sentencing defendants, presumably including traffickers, to order defendants to pay restitution when “convicted of a felony or misdemeanor causing physical, psychological or economic injury or loss to a victim . . . unless the court finds restitution to be wholly or partially impractical as set forth” in the Victim Protection Act of 1984. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(b)(2), where the victim suffers “bodily injury,” a defendant will be ordered to

- (A) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary medical and related professional services and devices relating to physical, psychiatric and psychological care, including nonmedical care and treatment rendered in accordance with a method of healing recognized by the law of the place of treatment;
- (B) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary physical and occupational therapy and rehabilitation; and
- (C) Reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a result of the offense.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(b)(1) further provides that a defendant who causes a victim to suffer “damage to, loss of, or destruction of property,” will be ordered to

- (A) Return the property to the owner of the property or someone designated by the owner; or
- (B) If return of the property under subparagraph (A) is impossible, impractical or inadequate, pay an amount equal to the greater of: (i) The value of the property on the date of sentencing; or (ii) the value of the property on the date of the damage, loss or destruction less the value (as of the date the property is returned) of any part of the property that is returned.

Traffickers convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) may also be required, in addition to any penalties and restitution imposed by the court, to “pay all or any portion of the cost of medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment of the minor resulting from the act or acts for which the person is convicted, whether or not the minor is considered to have sustained bodily injury.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-4.

To the extent that a trafficker may be convicted under the West Virginia Anti-Organized Criminal Enterprise Act, W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-5(a) (Forfeiture) provides,

- The following are declared to be contraband and no person shall have a property interest in them:
  - (1) All property which is directly or indirectly used or intended for use in any manner to facilitate a violation of this article; and

---

(2) Any property constituting or derived from gross profits or other proceeds obtained from a violation of this article.

3.5 Convicted traffickers are required to register as sex offenders.

West Virginia’s Sex Offender Registration Act, W. Va. Code. Ch. 15 (Public Safety), Art. 12 (Sex offender registration act), establishes sex offender registration requirements. W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(b) (Registration) requires any person convicted of specified offenses to register as a sex offender. Those specific offenses include convictions under the following statutes: W. Va. Code § 61-2-14 (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties), § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty), and § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty). Furthermore, “Any person who has been convicted of a criminal offense and the sentencing judge made a written finding that the offense was sexually motivated shall also register as set forth in this article.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 15-12-2(c).

3.6 Laws relating to termination of parental rights for certain offenses include sex trafficking or CSEC offenses in order to remove the children of traffickers from their control and potential exploitation.

No provision of West Virginia law expressly mandates the termination of parental rights upon a parent’s conviction under any CSEC or sexual offense law. W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-5b(a) (When efforts to terminate parental rights required), requires that legal efforts be taken (e.g., filing of a petition) in order to terminate parental rights in any of the following situations:

1. If a child has been in foster care for fifteen of the most recent twenty-two months as determined by the earlier of the date of the first judicial finding that the child is subjected to abuse or neglect36 or the date which is sixty days after the child is removed from the home;
2. If a court has determined the child is abandoned;
3. If a court has determined the parent has committed murder or voluntary manslaughter of another of his or her children or the other parent of his or her children; has attempted or conspired to commit such murder or voluntary manslaughter or has been an accessory before or after the fact of either crime; has committed unlawful or malicious wounding resulting in serious bodily injury to the child or to another of his or her children or to the other parent of his or her children; or the parental rights of the parent to a sibling have been terminated involuntarily.

Additionally, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-5(a)(6) (Disposition of neglected or abused children), where the court has determined a child to be abused or neglected and finds that “there is no reasonable likelihood that the conditions of neglect or abuse can be substantially corrected in the near future and . . . [that termination of parental rights is] necessary for the welfare of the child” the court may terminate parental rights of the abusive parent. However, subsection (a) also requires that “[t]he court shall give precedence to dispositions in . . . sequence,” giving precedence to subsections (a)(1) through (a)(5)—all of which contemplate family

36 W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-3(d) defines “child abuse and neglect” to include the “sexual abuse” or “sexual exploitation . . . of a child by a parent, guardian or custodian who is responsible for the child’s welfare, under circumstances which harm or threaten the health and welfare of the child.” Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-3(n), “Sexual exploitation” is defined as an act where

(1) A parent, custodian or guardian, whether for financial gain or not, persuades, induces, entices or coerces a child to engage in sexually explicit conduct as that term is defined in section one, article eight-c, chapter sixty-one [W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-1 (Definitions)] of this code;
(2) A parent, guardian or custodian persuades, induces, entices or coerces a child to display his or her sex organs for the sexual gratification of the parent, guardian, custodian or a third person, or to display his or her sex organs under circumstances in which the parent, guardian or custodian knows such display is likely to be observed by others who would be affronted or alarmed.
reunification—before terminating parental rights under subsection (a)(6). W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-5(a)(7) states that the court “is not required to make reasonable efforts to preserve the family if it determines:"

(A) The parent has subjected the child, another child of the parent, or any other child residing in the same household or under the temporary or permanent custody of the parent to aggravated circumstances which include, but are not limited to, abandonment, torture, chronic abuse and sexual abuse;
(B) The parent has:
   
   (v) Committed sexual assault or sexual abuse of the child, the child’s other parent, guardian, or custodian, another child of the parent, or any other child residing in the same household or under the temporary or permanent custody of the parent.

As an additional avenue for seeking termination of parental rights as provided in W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-5(a)(6), W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-11a (Convictions for offenses against children) requires that,

In any case where a person is convicted of an offense described in this article [Article 8b (Sexual offenses)] against a child and the person has custodial, visitation or other parental rights to the child who is the victim of the offense or any child who resides in the same household as the victim, the court shall, at the time of sentencing, find that the person is an abusing parent within the meaning of article six, chapter forty-nine of this code [W. Va. Code Ann. Chap. 49, Art. 6 (Procedures in cases of child neglect or abuse)] as to the child victim, and may find that the person is an abusing parent as to any child who resides in the same household as the victim, and shall take such further action in accord with the provisions of said article.

Accordingly, a trafficker who has committed a sexual offense against a child in his custody or control may have his parental rights terminated at the time of sentencing with regard to the victimized child as well as any other child living in the same house as the victim pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-5(a)(6) and (7). However, because the sexual offense laws under Chapter 8B do not encompass the CSEC and child pornography offenses for which a trafficker may be convicted, W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-11a fails to ensure that children in the custody of traffickers are provided this protection.

3.6.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-11a (Convictions for offenses against children) to include violations of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child), § 61-8A-5 (Employment or use of minor to produce obscene matter or assist in doing sexually explicit conduct; penalties), § 61-8C-2(a) (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) when these offenses involve a child, and § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty), § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty) when these offenses involve a minor, as grounds for adjudicating a convicted trafficker as an abusing parent and thereby terminating parental rights pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-5(a)(6) and (7) (Disposition of neglected or abused children). Also, amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-5b(a) (When efforts to terminate parental rights required) to require that a petition to terminate parental rights be filed whenever a person is convicted of violating any of the above listed offenses.
Legal Components:

4.1 The acts of assisting, enabling, or financially benefitting from child sex trafficking are included as criminal offenses in the state sex trafficking statute.
4.2 Financial penalties, including asset forfeiture laws, are in place for those who benefit financially from or aid and assist in committing domestic minor sex trafficking.
4.3 Promoting and selling child sex tourism is illegal.
4.4 Promoting and selling child pornography is illegal.

Legal Analysis:

4.1 The acts of assisting, enabling, or financially benefitting from child sex trafficking are included as criminal offenses in the state sex trafficking statute.

West Virginia has not enacted a human trafficking law; however, other laws may apply to facilitators. Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14e (One aiding or abetting in offense under 61-2-14, 61-2-14a, 61-2-14c or 61-2-14d guilty as principal), those who knowingly aid and abet in the offense of kidnapping face the same criminal liability as the principal for aiding and abetting the commission of certain offenses, including W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14 (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child), which criminalizes conduct constituting minor sex trafficking. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14e states,

If any person in any way knowingly aid or abet any other person in the commission of any offense described in section fourteen [§ 61-2-14, Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child], fourteen-a [§ 61-2-14a, Penalty for enticing away, kidnapping or holding hostage any person], fourteen-c [§ 61-2-14c, Penalty for threats to kidnap or demand ransom] or fourteen-d [§ 61-2-14d, Concealment or removal of minor child from custodian or from person entitled to visitation; penalties; defenses] of this article, either as accessory before or an accessory after the fact, such person so aiding and abetting shall be guilty as a principal in the commission of such offense and shall be punished in the same manner and to the same extent as is provided in said sections for the person who committed the offense.

West Virginia’s Anti-Organized Criminal Enterprise Act,37 W. Va. Code Ann. may also be used to prosecute facilitators. Specifically, W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-3(a), (b) (Offenses) states,

(a) Any person who knowingly and willfully becomes a member of an organized criminal enterprise and who knowingly promotes, furthers or assists in the commission of any qualifying offense himself or herself or in combination with another member of an organized criminal enterprise shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be confined in a state correctional facility for not more than ten years or fined not more than $25,000, or both. The offense set forth in this subsection is separate and distinct from that of any qualifying offense and may be punished separately.

(b) Any person who knowingly solicits, invites, recruits, encourages or causes another to become a member of an organized criminal enterprise or to assist members of an organized criminal enterprise to aid or assist in the commission of a qualifying offense by one or more members of an organized criminal enterprise shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, be confined in a state correctional facility for not more than five years or fined not more than $10,000, or both.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2 (Definitions) defines “organized criminal enterprise” as “a combination of five or more persons engaging over a period of not less than six months in one or more of the qualifying offenses set forth in this section.” Qualifying offenses include felony convictions under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties), § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), or any convictions under § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty). W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2. Under the definitions of “organized criminal enterprise” and “qualifying offense” in W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2, a facilitator who “promotes, furthers, or assists” a violation of the West Virginia laws listed above with 5 or more other people “over a period of not less than six months” will be guilty of a felony punishable by a maximum imprisonment for 10 years, a fine not to exceed $25,000, or both. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-3(a).

4.2 Financial penalties, including asset forfeiture laws, are in place for those who benefit financially from or aid and assist in committing domestic minor sex trafficking.

Facilitators convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 (Distributing and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) are subject to a mandatory fine not to exceed $2,000. Also, facilitators convicted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-3(a) (Offenses) are subject to a possible fine not to exceed $25,000.

Additionally, West Virginia has a general restitution statute that may apply to facilitators in certain instances. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(a) (Restitution; when ordered) permits the court, when sentencing defendants, presumably including facilitators, to order defendants to pay restitution when “convicted of a felony or misdemeanor causing physical, psychological or economic injury or loss to a victim . . . unless the court finds restitution to be wholly or partially impractical as set forth” in the Victim Protection Act of 1984. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(b)(2), where the victim suffers “bodily injury,” a defendant will be ordered to

(A) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary medical and related professional services and devices relating to physical, psychiatric and psychological care, including nonmedical care and treatment rendered in accordance with a method of healing recognized by the law of the place of treatment;
(B) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary physical and occupational therapy and rehabilitation; and
(C) Reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a result of the offense.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(b)(1) further provides that a defendant who causes a victim to suffer “damage to, loss of, or destruction of property,” will be ordered to

(A) Return the property to the owner of the property or someone designated by the owner; or
(B) If return of the property under subparagraph (A) is impossible, impractical or inadequate, pay an amount equal to the greater of: (i) The value of the property on the date of sentencing; or (ii) the value of the property on the date of the damage, loss or destruction less the value (as of the date the property is returned) of any part of the property that is returned.

To the extent that a facilitator may be convicted under the West Virginia Anti-Organized Criminal Enterprise Act,38 W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-5(a) (Forfeiture) provides,

The following are declared to be contraband and no person shall have a property interest in them:

(1) All property which is directly or indirectly used or intended for use in any manner to facilitate a violation of this article; and

(2) Any property constituting or derived from gross profits or other proceeds obtained from a violation of this article.

Additionally, any “private building or place used by members of an organized criminal enterprise for the commission of qualifying offenses” will be declared “a nuisance and may be the subject of an injunction or cause of action for damages or for abatement of the nuisance” as provided for in W. Va. Code Ann. Chapter 61 (Crimes and their punishment), Article 9 (Equitable remedies in aid of chastity, morality and decency). W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-4(a).

4.3 Promoting and selling child sex tourism is illegal.

West Virginia has no specific provision criminalizing the promotion or selling of child sex tourism.

4.3.1 Recommendation: Enact a law that prohibits selling or offering to sell travel services that include or facilitate travel for the purpose of engaging in commercial sexual exploitation of a minor, if the offer, sale, or travel occurs in West Virginia.

4.4 Promoting and selling child pornography is illegal.

Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), “Any person who, with knowledge, sends or causes to be sent, or distributes . . . or transports any material visually portraying a minor engaged in any sexually explicit conduct39 is guilty of a felony . . . .” A conviction under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-3 is a felony punishable by a maximum of imprisonment for 2 years and a fine not to exceed $2,000.

---

39 See supra note 7.
Legal Components:

5.1 A victim of domestic minor sex trafficking or CSEC is defined as a victim for purposes of qualifying for crime victims’ compensation and other victim benefits.

5.2 The state sex trafficking statute expressly prohibits a defendant from raising consent of the minor to the commercial sex acts as a defense.

5.3 Prostitution laws apply only to adults, making minors under 18 specifically immune from this offense.

5.4 Commercially sexually exploited children are provided with a child protection response, including specialized shelter and services, and are not detained in juvenile detention facilities.

5.5 Commercial sexual exploitation or sex trafficking is identified as a type of abuse and neglect within child protection statutes.

5.6 The definition of “caregiver” (or similar term) in the child welfare statutes is broad enough to include a trafficker who has custody or control of a child in order to bring a trafficked child into the protection of child protective services.

5.7 Crime victims’ compensation is specifically available to a child victim of sex trafficking or CSEC without regard to ineligibility factors.

5.8 Expungement or sealing of juvenile arrest or criminal records resulting from arrests or adjudications for prostitution-related offenses committed as a result of, or in the course of, the commercial sexual exploitation of a minor is available within a reasonable time after turning 18.

5.9 Victim restitution and civil remedies are authorized by law for minor victims of sex trafficking or CSEC.

5.10 Statutes of limitations for civil and criminal actions for child sex trafficking or CSEC offenses are eliminated or lengthened sufficiently to allow prosecutors and victims a realistic opportunity to pursue criminal action and legal remedies.

Legal Analysis:

5.1 A victim of domestic minor sex trafficking or CSEC is defined as a victim for purposes of qualifying for crime victims’ compensation and other victim benefits.

West Virginia’s Victim Protection Act of 1984, Chapter 61, Article 11A, does not provide a general definition of “victim.” Specific definitions of “victim” are provided for certain sections of West Virginia’s Victim Protection Act, but no general definition is provided. For example, for purposes of W. Va. Code § 61-11A-2 (Testimony of crime victim at sentencing hearing), “victim” is defined in part as a “person who is a victim of a felony,” and for purposes of W. Va. Code § 61-11A-8 (Notification to victim of offender’s release, placement or escape from custody), “victim” is any person who is a “victim of [certain specified crimes, including kidnapping or any sexual offense against a minor] . . . who is alive and competent.” W. Va. Code Ann. §§ 61-11A-2(a), 61-11A-8(i)(2).

For purposes of the West Virginia Crime Victims Compensation Act,40 “victim” includes “[a] person who suffers personal injury or death as a result of . . . [c]riminally injurious conduct . . . .” W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-3(k)(1)(A). Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-3(e), “criminally injurious conduct” is defined in part as conduct, “which poses a substantial threat of personal injury or death and is punishable by fine, imprisonment or death or would be so punishable but for a finding by a court of competent jurisdiction that the person committing the crime lacked capacity.”

5.2 The state sex trafficking statute expressly prohibits a defendant from raising consent of the minor to the commercial sex acts as a defense.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties), § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimpering; penalty), § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties), § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), and § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) do not expressly provide that the consent of a minor to a commercial sex act is immaterial to the crime.

5.2.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties), § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimpering), § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties), § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), and § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) to expressly provide that the minor’s consent to a commercial sex act is not a defense to the crime.

5.3 Prostitution laws apply only to adults, making minors under 18 specifically immune from this offense.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties) is age-neutral, and therefore, applies to minors. The applicable portion of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) states the following:

Any person who shall engage in prostitution, lewdness, or assignation . . . shall, upon conviction for the first offense under this section, be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not less than sixty days nor more than six months . . . .

5.3.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-5(b) (Houses of ill fame and assignation; penalties; jurisdiction of courts) to make the laws inapplicable to minors under 18.

5.4 Commercially sexually exploited children are provided with a child protection response, including specialized shelter and services, and are not detained in juvenile detention facilities.

West Virginia provides some protective provisions to commercially sexually exploited children. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6A-2, when certain specified persons, including healthcare professionals, social service workers, school personnel, and law enforcement officers, have “reasonable cause to suspect that a child is neglected or abused or observe[] the child being subjected to conditions that are likely to result in abuse or neglect,” they must report the circumstances or cause a report to be made to the Department of Health and Human Resources: Provided, That in any case where the reporter believes that the child suffered serious physical abuse or sexual abuse or sexual assault, the reporter shall also immediately report, or cause a report to be made, to the State Police and any law-enforcement agency having jurisdiction to investigate the complaint . . . .

Any other person who reasonably suspects that a child is abused or neglected may report child abuse. W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6A-2. Once a local child protective services office receives a report of alleged child abuse or neglect, the office must investigate the report, and, if necessary, “initiate the appropriate legal proceeding.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6A-9(b), (c).

41 See supra note 36.
Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-1(a) (Petition to the court when child believed neglected or abused; notice), “If the [Department of Health and Human Resources] or a reputable person believes that a child is neglected or abused, the department or the person may present a petition setting forth the facts to the circuit court . . . .” After the petition is filed, W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-3(a) (Petition to court when child believed neglected or abused—temporary custody) states that

the court may order that the child alleged to be an abused or neglected child be delivered for not more than ten days into the custody of the state department or a responsible person found by the court to be a fit and proper person for the temporary care of the child pending a preliminary hearing, if it finds that:

(1) There exists imminent danger to the physical well-being of the child; and
(2) There are no reasonably available alternatives to removal of the child, including, but not limited to, the provision of medical, psychiatric, psychological or homemaking services in the child’s present custody: Provided, That where the alleged abusing person, if known, is a member of a household, the court shall not allow placement pursuant to this section of the child or children in said home unless the alleged abusing person is or has been precluded from visiting or residing in said home by judicial order. . . .

. . . .

Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-3(b), if the child is in “imminent danger,” the court may hold a preliminary hearing at which, if it determines that “there are no alternatives less drastic than removal of the child and that a hearing on the petition cannot be scheduled in the interim period,” it can “order that the child be delivered into the temporary custody of the department or a responsible person or agency found by the court to be a fit and proper person for the temporary care of the child for a period not exceeding sixty days . . . .”

Additionally, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-3(c), a child protective service worker who observes a child whose “physical well-being” is in “imminent danger” and

has probable cause to believe that the child or children will suffer additional child abuse or neglect or will be removed from the county before a petition can be filed and temporary custody can be ordered . . . may, prior to the filing of a petition, take the child or children into his or her custody without a court order: Provided, That after taking custody of such child or children prior to the filing of a petition, the worker shall forthwith appear before a circuit judge or a juvenile referee of the county wherein custody was taken, or if no such judge or referee be available, before a circuit judge or a juvenile referee of an adjoining county, and shall immediately apply for an order ratifying the emergency custody of the child pending the filing of a petition. . . . If the emergency taking is ratified by the judge or referee, emergency custody of the child or children shall be vested in the department until the expiration of the next judicial day, at which time any such child taken into emergency custody shall be returned to the custody of his or her parent or guardian or custodian unless a petition has been filed and custody of the child has been transferred under the provisions of section three of this article.

Despite these protections, however, a child may be arrested and detained by law enforcement for actions related to the child being trafficked. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8(b) (Taking a juvenile into custody), a child may be taken into custody by a law-enforcement officer without a court order under any of the following circumstances:

42 W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-3(7) (Definitions relating to abuse and neglect) defines “imminent danger to the physical well-being of the child” in part as “an emergency situation in which the welfare or the life of the child is threatened. Such emergency situation exists when there is reasonable cause to believe that any child in the home is or has been sexually abused or sexually exploited . . . .”
(1) Grounds exist for the arrest of an adult in identical circumstances; (2) emergency conditions exist which, in the judgment of the officer, pose imminent danger to the health, safety and welfare of the juvenile; [or] (3) the official has reasonable grounds to believe that the juvenile has left the care of his or her parents, guardian or custodian without the consent of such person and the health, safety and welfare of the juvenile is endangered . . . .

Alternatively, W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8(a) states that a child may be taken into custody pursuant to a court order when there is showing of probable cause for any of the following: “(1) The petition shows that grounds exist for the arrest of an adult in identical circumstances; (2) the health, safety and welfare of the juvenile demand such custody . . . .”

Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8(c)(2) (Taking a juvenile into custody) after a child is taken into custody, the child must be released to her parent, guardian or custodian, except under the following conditions:

(A) Circumstances present an immediate threat of serious bodily harm to the juvenile if released;
(B) No responsible adult can be found into whose custody the juvenile can be delivered: Provided, That each day the juvenile is detained, a written record must be made of all attempts to locate such a responsible adult; or

. . . .

Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8(c)(3), “If the juvenile is an alleged status offender . . . ['the official shall'] immediately notify the Department of Health and Human Resources and, if the circumstances of either paragraph (A) or (B), subdivision (2) [§ 49-5-8(c)(2)(A), (B)] of this subsection exist and the requirements therein are met, the official may detain the juvenile, but only in a nonsecure or staff-secure facility.” Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8(d), “In all cases when a juvenile is delivered into a sheriff’s or detention center director’s custody, that official shall release the juvenile to his or her parent, guardian or custodian by the end of the next day unless the juvenile has been placed in detention after a hearing conducted pursuant to section eight-a [§ 49-5-8a] of this article.” At the detention hearing, under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8a(a), the judge, juvenile referee, or magistrate will determine “the possible need for detention in accordance with [W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5A-2 (Investigation and release of child taken into custody; detention hearings)].” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8a(a). W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5a-2 provides, in pertinent part, that

[i]t shall be the duty of the judge or referee to avoid incarceration of such child in any jail. Unless the circumstances of the case otherwise require, taking into account the welfare of the child as well as the interest of society, such child shall be released forthwith into the custody of his parent or parents, relative, custodian or other responsible adult or agency.

The judge, juvenile referee or magistrate “shall, if the health, safety and welfare of the juvenile will not be endangered thereby, release the juvenile on recognizance to his or her parents, custodians or an appropriate agency . . . .” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-8a(a). Under subsection (a)(2), the court is directed to

Release the juvenile into the custody of his or her parent, guardian or custodian unless:
(A) Circumstances present an immediate threat of serious bodily harm to the juvenile if released; (B) No responsible adult can be found into whose custody the juvenile can be delivered: Provided, That each day the juvenile is detained, a written record must be made of all attempts to locate such a responsible adult; or
(C) The juvenile is charged with an act of delinquency for which secure detention is permissible.
After adjudication pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann § 49-5-11 (Adjudication for alleged status offenders and delinquents; mandatory initial disposition of status offenders), W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-13(b) (Disposition of juvenile delinquents; appeal) permits the court to choose a disposition from the following alternatives, considering the best interests of the juvenile and the welfare of the public:

1. Dismiss the petition;
2. Refer the juvenile and the juvenile’s parent or custodian to a community agency for needed assistance and dismiss the petition;
3. Upon finding that the juvenile is in need of extra-parental supervision: (A) Place the juvenile under the supervision of a probation officer of the court or of the court of the county where the juvenile has his or her usual place of abode or other person while leaving the juvenile in custody of his or her parent or custodian; and (B) prescribe a program of treatment or therapy or limit the juvenile’s activities under terms which are reasonable and within the child’s ability to perform . . . ;
4. Upon finding that a parent or custodian is not willing or able to take custody of the juvenile, that a juvenile is not willing to reside in the custody of his parent or custodian or that a parent or custodian cannot provide the necessary supervision and care of the juvenile, the court may place the juvenile in temporary foster care or temporarily commit the juvenile to the department or a child welfare agency . . . ;
5. Upon finding that the best interests of the juvenile or the welfare of the public require it, and upon an adjudication of delinquency pursuant to subdivision (1), section four, article one of this chapter, the court may commit the juvenile to the custody of the Director of the Division of Juvenile Services for placement in a juvenile services facility for the treatment, instruction and rehabilitation of juveniles: Provided, That the court maintains discretion to consider alternative sentencing arrangements. . . . Commitments shall not exceed the maximum term for which an adult could have been sentenced for the same offense and any such maximum allowable sentence to be served in a juvenile correctional facility may take into account any time served by the juvenile in a detention center pending adjudication, disposition or transfer. . . .

Juveniles adjudicated to be status offenders will be provided services in accordance with W. Va. Code Ann. the West Virginia Juvenile Offender Rehabilitation Act, which includes provisions regarding the treatment of status offenders in rehabilitative facilities and authorizes “[t]he Department of Health and Human Resources . . . to require any juvenile committed to its legal custody to remain at and to return to the residence to which the juvenile is assigned by the department or by the juvenile court.” W. Va. Code Ann. §§ 49-5B-5, 49-5B-6.

Additionally, a child who is a victim of abuse or neglect and is “undergoing certain status offense and delinquency proceedings,” may be subject to a “multidisciplinary screening, advisory and planning system to assist courts in facilitating permanency planning . . . .” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5D-1(a). Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5D-2(a), “The prosecuting attorney shall establish a multidisciplinary investigative team in

---

43 This statute incorrectly references W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-4(1) (Other definitions) (definition of “Child welfare agency”). Although speculative, it is likely that the correct reference should be directed to W. Va. Code Ann § 49-5-11 (Adjudication for alleged status offenders and delinquents; mandatory initial disposition of status offenders).
44 “Status offender” is defined in W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-4(15) as a juvenile who has been adjudicated as one:
   (A) Who habitually and continually refuses to respond to the lawful supervision by his or her parents, guardian or legal custodian such that the child’s behavior substantially endangers the health, safety or welfare of the juvenile or any other person;
   (B) Who has left the care of his or her parents, guardian or custodian without the consent of such person or without good cause; or
   (C) Who is habitually absent from school without good cause.
each county.” Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5D-2(c), “The investigative team shall be responsible for coordinating or cooperating in the initial and ongoing investigation of all civil and criminal allegations pertinent to cases involving child sexual assault, child sexual abuse, child abuse and neglect and shall make a recommendation to the county prosecuting attorney as to the initiation or commencement of a civil petition and/or criminal prosecution.” After a case in juvenile court is commenced and “[p]rior to disposition, in each case in which a treatment planning team” has been convened, the team shall advise the court as to the types of services the team has determined are needed and the type of placement, if any, which will best serve the needs of the child.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5D-3(a)(3).

5.4.1 Recommendation: Establish a mandatory response law directing any minor who is a victim of sex trafficking away from the criminal justice system and into a child protective services system.

5.5 Commercial sexual exploitation or sex trafficking is identified as a type of abuse and neglect within child protection statutes.

For purposes of W. Va. Code Ann. Chap. 49 (Child Welfare), the commercial sexual exploitation of a child is expressly identified as a type of child abuse.

W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-3(1)(A), (B) (Definitions relating to abuse and neglect) defines an “abused child” as a child “whose health or welfare is threatened by . . . . sexual abuse or sexual exploitation.” Additionally, the definition of “child abuse or neglect” includes the “sexual abuse, sexual exploitation, sale or attempted sale or negligent treatment or maltreatment of a child by a parent, guardian or custodian who is responsible for the child’s welfare, under circumstances which harm or threaten the health and welfare of the child.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-3(4).

Pursuant to W. Va. Code § 49-1-3(16)

46 Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5D-3(a)(2),

Treatment teams shall assess, plan and implement a comprehensive, individualized service plan for children who are victims of abuse or neglect and their families when a judicial proceeding has been initiated involving the child or children for juveniles and their families involved in status offense or delinquency proceedings when, in a status offense proceeding, the court refers the juvenile for services pursuant to sections eleven [§ 49-5-11] and eleven-a [§ 49-5-11a], article five of this chapter and when, in a delinquency proceeding, the court is considering placing the juvenile in the department’s custody or placing the juvenile out of home at the department's expense pursuant to the provisions of section thirteen [§ 49-5-13] of said article.

47 See supra note 42.

48 Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-3(14), “sexual abuse” is defined as

(A) As to a child who is less than sixteen years of age, any of the following acts which a parent, guardian or custodian shall engage in, attempt to engage in, or knowingly procure another person to engage in, with such child, notwithstanding the fact that the child may have willingly participated in such conduct or the fact that the child may have suffered no apparent physical injury or mental or emotional injury as a result of such conduct:
   (i) Sexual intercourse;
   (ii) Sexual intrusion; or
   (iii) Sexual contact;

(B) As to a child who is sixteen years of age or older, any of the following acts which a parent, guardian or custodian shall engage in, attempt to engage in, or knowingly procure another person to engage in, with such child, notwithstanding the fact that the child may have consented to such conduct or the fact that the child may have suffered no apparent physical injury or mental or emotional injury as a result of such conduct:
   (i) Sexual intercourse;
   (ii) Sexual intrusion; or
   (iii) Sexual contact.

(C) Any conduct whereby a parent, guardian or custodian displays his or her sex organs to a child, or procures another person to display his or her sex organs to a child, for the purpose of gratifying the sexual desire of the parent, guardian or custodian, of the person making such display, or of the child, or for the purpose of affronting or alarming the child.
“Sexual exploitation” means an act whereby:
(A) A parent, custodian or guardian, whether for financial gain or not, persuades, induces, entices or coerces a child to engage in sexually explicit conduct\(^{49}\) as that term is defined in section one, article eight-c, chapter sixty-one [W. Va. Code § 61-8C-1 (Definitions)] of this code;
(B) A parent, guardian or custodian persuades, induces, entices or coerces a child to display his or her sex organs for the sexual gratification of the parent, guardian, custodian or a third person, or to display his or her sex organs under circumstances in which the parent, guardian or custodian knows such display is likely to be observed by others who would be affronted or alarmed.

5.6  The definition of “caregiver”(or similar term) in the child welfare statutes is broad enough to include a trafficker who has custody or control of a child in order to bring a trafficked child into the protection of child protective services.

For purposes of West Virginia’s chapter on “Child Welfare,” “custodian” is defined as “a person who has or shares actual physical possession or care and custody of a child, regardless of whether such person has been granted custody of the child by any contract, agreement or legal proceedings.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-4(5). Because W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-1-4(5) does not require a person to have legal custody of a child, but only to have or share “actual physical possession or care and custody of a child,” this definition likely is broad enough to cover situations in which a trafficker is in custody or control of a child.

5.7  Crime victims’ compensation is specifically available to a child victim of sex trafficking or CSEC without regard to ineligibility factors.

West Virginia does not make compensation available to children who are victims of commercial sexual exploitation without regard to ineligibility requirements. Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-3(k)(1)(A) (Definitions), “victim” includes “[a] person who suffers personal injury or death as a result of . . . [c]riminally injurious conduct.” Additionally, “criminally injurious conduct” is defined in part as conduct “which poses a substantial threat of personal injury or death and is punishable by fine, imprisonment or death or would be so punishable but for a finding by a court of competent jurisdiction that the person committing the crime lacked capacity.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-3(c).

However, several additional requirements for compensation could present difficulties for victims of domestic minor sex trafficking. W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-10(b) (Filing of application for compensation award; contents) requires an application for an award of compensation to “be filed within two years after the occurrence of the criminally injurious conduct that is the basis of the application.” Additionally, a victim will not receive an award unless “the criminally injurious conduct upon which the claim is based was reported to a law-enforcement officer or agency within seventy-two hours after the occurrence of the conduct, unless it is determined that good cause existed for the failure to report the conduct within the 72-hour period.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-14(b). A claim will also be denied where the victim is considered an “offender or an accomplice of the offender.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-14(c). Lastly, an award of compensation may be denied, reduced or reconsidered, if an award was previously approved, “upon a finding that the claimant or victim has not fully cooperated with appropriate law-enforcement agencies or the claim investigator.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-14(d). Nothing expressly exempts domestic minor sex trafficking victims from these requirements or award reduction factors, or explains what constitutes good cause for the failure to report the crime to law enforcement within 72 hours.

5.7.1  Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-14 to create exceptions for the above listed ineligibility criteria for victims of domestic minor sex trafficking, with a good cause exception to the criterion listed in W. Va. Code Ann. § 14-2A-14(d), and to clarify that a domestic minor sex

\(^{49}\) See supra note 7.
trafficking victim has good cause for failure to report a crime related to the child’s commercial sexual exploitation within 72 hours of its commission.

5.8 Victim-friendly procedures and protections are provided in the trial process for minors under 18.

West Virginia law includes several victim-friendly criminal justice procedures and protections throughout the criminal justice process, but these are mainly limited to victims of sexual offenses.

Special protections are afforded to child-witnesses\(^{50}\) who are called to testify as victims in criminal prosecutions involving sexual assault in the first, second, or third degree, or sexual abuse in the first degree. W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-6B-2(1). Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-6B-3(b)–(d) (Findings of fact required for taking testimony of child witness by closed-circuit television; considerations for court),

(b) Prior to ordering that the testimony of a child witness may be taken through the use of live, two-way closed-circuit television, the circuit court must find by clear and convincing evidence, after conducting an evidentiary hearing on this issue, that:

1. The child is an otherwise competent witness;
2. That, absent the use of live, two-way closed-circuit television, the child witness will be unable to testify due solely to being required to be in the physical presence of the defendant while testifying;
3. The child witness can only testify if live, two-way closed-circuit television is used in the trial; and
4. That the state’s ability to proceed against the defendant without the child witness’ live testimony would be substantially impaired or precluded.

(c) The court shall consider the following factors in determining the necessity of allowing a child witness to testify by the use of live, two-way closed-circuit television:

1. The age and maturity of the child witness;
2. The facts and circumstances of the alleged offense;
3. The necessity of the child’s live testimony to the prosecution's ability to proceed;
4. Whether or not the facts of the case involve the alleged infliction of bodily injury to the child witness or the threat of bodily injury to the child or another; and
5. Any mental or physical handicap of the child witness.

(d) In determining whether to allow a child witness to testify through live, two-way closed-circuit television the court shall appoint a psychiatrist, licensed psychologist with at least five years clinical experience or a licensed clinical social worker with at least five years of significant clinical experience in the treatment and evaluation of children who shall serve as an advisor or friend of the court to provide the court with an expert opinion as to whether, to a reasonable degree of professional certainty, the child witness will suffer severe emotional harm, be unable to testify based solely on being in the physical presence of the defendant while testifying and that the child witness does not evidence signs of being subjected to undue influence or coercion. The opinion of the psychiatrist, licensed psychologist or licensed clinical social worker shall be filed with the circuit court at least thirty days prior to the final hearing on the use of live, two-way closed-circuit television and the defendant shall be allowed to review the opinion and present evidence on the issue by the use of an expert or experts or otherwise.

When a child-witness gives testimony via live two-way closed-circuit television, “[o]nly the prosecuting attorney, the attorney for the defendant and the operator of the equipment may be present in the room with the child witness during testimony,” and “[o]nly the court, the prosecuting attorney and the attorney for the

---

\(^{50}\) Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-6B-2(1), “Child witness” is defined as “a person thirteen years of age or less who is or will be called to testify in a criminal matter concerning an alleged violation of § 61-8B-3 (Sexual assault in the first degree), § 61-8B-4 (Sexual assault in the second degree), § 61-8B-5 (Sexual assault in the third degree), or § 61-8B-7 (Sexual abuse in the first degree) of this code in which the child is the alleged victim.”
defendant may question the child.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-6B-4(b)(1). Additionally, under W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-6B-5 (Memorialization of statements of certain child witnesses; admissibility; hearing), when any law-enforcement officer, physician, psychologist, social worker or investigator, in the course of his or her employment or profession or while engaged in an active criminal investigation as a law-enforcement officer or an agent of a prosecuting attorney, obtains a statement from a child thirteen years of age or younger who is an alleged victim in an investigation or prosecution alleging a violation of [sexual assault in the first, second, or third degree, or sexual abuse in the first degree] he or she shall forthwith make a contemporaneous written notation and recitation of the statement received or obtained. An audio recording or video recording with sound capability of the statement may be used in lieu of the written recitation required by the provisions of this section. Failure to comply with the provisions of this section creates a presumption that the statement is inadmissible. The statement may be admitted if, after a hearing on the matter, the court finds by clear and convincing evidence that the failure to comply with the provisions of this section was a good faith omission and that the content of the proffered statement is an accurate recital of the information provided by the child and is otherwise admissible.

In any prosecution for W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-3 (Sexual assault in the first degree), § 61-8B-5 (Sexual assault in the third degree), § 61-8B-7 (Sexual abuse in the first degree), § 61-8B-9 (Sexual abuse in the third degree), § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) or § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), the court may limit the number of interviews that a child victim who is under 11 years old may be required to give for “law enforcement or discovery purposes.” W. Va. Code Ann. §§ 61-8B-14, 61-8C-5(a). For prosecutions under article 8C (Filming of sexually explicit conduct of minors) the child may also be allowed to use “anatomically correct dolls, mannequins or drawings to assist such child in testifying.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-5(b).

Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-11(a), (b) (Sexual offenses; evidence),

(a) In any prosecution under [Article 8B, Sexual offenses] in which the victim’s lack of consent is based solely on the incapacity to consent because such victim was below a critical age [i.e., prosecutions for violations of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-3(a)(2) (Sexual assault in the first degree), § 61-8B-5(a)(2) (Sexual assault in the third degree), § 61-8B-7(a)(3) (Sexual abuse in the first degree), and § 61-8B-9(a) (Sexual abuse in the third degree)], evidence of specific instances of the victim’s sexual conduct, opinion evidence of the victim’s sexual conduct and reputation evidence of the victim’s sexual conduct shall not be admissible. In any other prosecution under [Article 8B, Sexual offenses], evidence of specific instances of the victim’s prior sexual conduct with the defendant shall be admissible on the issue of consent: Provided, That such evidence heard first out of the presence of the jury is found by the judge to be relevant.

(b) In any prosecution under [Article 8B, Sexual offenses] evidence of specific instances of the victim’s sexual conduct with persons other than the defendant, opinion evidence of the victim’s sexual conduct and reputation evidence of the victim’s sexual conduct shall not be admissible: Provided, That such evidence shall be admissible solely for the purpose of impeaching credibility, if the victim first makes his or her previous sexual conduct an issue in the trial by introducing evidence with respect thereto.

51 Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-6B-4(b)(1), “In pro se proceedings, the court may modify the provisions of this subdivision relating to the role of the attorney for the defendant to allow the pro se defendant to question the child witness in such a manner as to cause as little psychological trauma as possible under the circumstances.”

52 W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-2(a) provides, “Whether or not specifically stated, it is an element of every offense defined in this article that the sexual act was committed without the consent of the victim.” Under subsection (c)(1), “A person is deemed incapable of consent when such person is: (1) Less than sixteen years old.”
Additionally, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-6-2(a), in child abuse and neglect proceedings under W. Va. Code Chapter 49 (Child welfare), Article 6 (Procedure in cases of child neglect or abuse),

the child, his or her or parents and his or her legally established custodian or other persons standing in loco parentis to him or her shall have the right to be represented by counsel at every stage of the proceedings and shall be informed by the court of their right to be so represented and that if they cannot pay for the services of counsel, that counsel will be appointed. Counsel of the child shall be appointed in the initial order. . . .

5.8.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8B-11(a), (b) (Sexual offenses; evidence), § 61-8B-14 (Limits on interviews of children eleven years old or less), § 61-8C-5(b) (Limits on interviews of children eleven years old or less; evidence), § 62-6B-5 (Memorialization of statements of certain child witnesses; admissibility; hearing), and § 62-6B-3(b) (Findings of fact required for taking testimony of child witness by closed-circuit television; considerations for court) to include heightened protections for victims of CSEC offenses.

5.9 Expungement or sealing of juvenile arrest or criminal records resulting from arrests or adjudications for prostitution-related offenses committed as a result of, or in the course of, the commercial sexual exploitation of a minor is available within a reasonable time after turning 18.

Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-18(a), (b) (Sealing of juvenile records),

(a) One year after the juvenile’s eighteenth birthday, or one year after personal or juvenile jurisdiction has terminated, whichever is later, the records of a juvenile proceeding conducted under this chapter, including, but not limited to, law-enforcement files and records, shall be sealed by operation of law.

(b) The records of a juvenile proceeding in which a juvenile was transferred to criminal jurisdiction pursuant to the provisions of section ten [§ 49-5-10] of this article shall be sealed by operation of law if the juvenile is subsequently acquitted or found guilty only of an offense other than an offense upon which the waiver or order of transfer was based, or if the offense upon which the waiver or order of transfer was based is subsequently dismissed.53

5.10 Victim restitution and civil remedies are authorized by law for minor victims of sex trafficking or CSEC.

Commercially sexually exploited children whose offenders are convicted of a felony or misdemeanor may be eligible to receive restitution under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(a) (Restitution; when ordered). Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(a),

The court, when sentencing a defendant convicted of a felony or misdemeanor causing physical, psychological or economic injury or loss to a victim, shall order, in addition to or in lieu of any other penalty authorized by law, that the defendant make restitution to any victim of the offense, unless the court finds restitution to be wholly or partially impractical as set forth in this article. . . .

Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(b)(2), if the victim suffered bodily injury, the defendant will be required to do the following:

(A) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary medical and related professional services and devices relating to physical, psychiatric and psychological care, including nonmedical care and treatment rendered in accordance with a method of healing recognized by the law of the place of treatment; and

(B) Pay an amount equal to the cost of necessary physical and occupational therapy and rehabilitation; and

53 W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-5-18(d) further states that “[s]ealed records may not be opened except upon order of the circuit court.”
(C) Reimburse the victim for income lost by the victim as a result of the offense.

However, restitution will not be awarded to the victim to the extent that “the victim has received or is to receive compensation, except that the court may, in the interest of justice, order restitution to any person who has compensated the victim for loss to the extent that the person paid the compensation.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11A-4(e).

Defendants convicted of sexual offenses under Chapter 61 (Crimes and their punishment), Article 8B (Sexual offenses) of the West Virginia Code, W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), or § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty) may be required, in addition to any penalties and restitution imposed by the court, to “pay all or any portion of the cost of medical, psychological or psychiatric treatment of the minor resulting from the act or acts for which the person is convicted, whether or not the minor is considered to have sustained bodily injury.” W. Va. Code Ann. §§ 61-8B-13, 61-8C-4.

Additionally, to the extent that a child is injured by a violation of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), the child may receive relief under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-16(a) (Civil relief; damages). Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-16(a),

Any person whose property or person is injured by reason of a violation of [the West Virginia Computer and Electronic Communications Device Crime and Abuse Act] may sue therefor in circuit court and may be entitled to recover for each violation:

1. Compensatory damages;
2. Punitive damages; and
3. Such other relief, including injunctive relief, as the court may deem appropriate.

Without limiting the generality of the term, “damages” shall include loss of profits.

5.11 Statutes of limitations for civil and criminal actions for child sex trafficking or CSEC offenses are eliminated or lengthened sufficiently to allow prosecutors and victims a realistic opportunity to pursue criminal action and legal remedies.

No statutes of limitations apply to the prosecution of felonies under West Virginia law.54 However, prosecutions for misdemeanors must commence within 1 year of the commission of the crime. W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-11-9.

Additionally, a victim must bring a civil action under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-16(d) (Civil relief; damages) seeking damages for a violation of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty) “before the earlier of: (1) Five years after the last act in the course of conduct constituting a violation of this article; or (2) two years after the plaintiff discovers or reasonably should have discovered the last act in the course of conduct constituting a violation of this article.”

For any civil action where no statute of limitations is provided, a claim must be commenced within 2 years of the accrual date, if the claim relates to property damage or personal injuries. W. Va. Code Ann. § 55-2-12(a), (b). However, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 55-2-15 (General savings as to persons under disability), the applicable statute of limitations for civil actions will toll until a minor turns 18, at which point the victim may bring a claim “within the like number of years after his becoming of full age . . . that is allowed to a person having no such impediment to bring the same after the right accrues . . . except that it shall in no case be brought after twenty years from the time when the right accrues.”

5.11.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-16(d) (Civil relief; damages) and § 55-2-12(a), (b) to provide an extended statute of limitations for civil claims by victims of sexual exploitation, to ensure that in conjunction with the tolling provided in W. Va. Code Ann. § 55-2-15 (General savings as to persons under disability), CSEC victims have an adequately long period of time after reaching the age of majority to bring civil claims.

**Framework Issue 6: Criminal Justice Tools for Investigation and Prosecutions**

**Legal Components:**

6.1 Training on human trafficking and domestic minor sex trafficking for law enforcement is statutorily mandated.

6.2 Single party consent to audiotaping is permitted in law enforcement investigations.

6.3 Domestic minor sex trafficking investigations may use wiretapping to investigate the crime.

6.4 Using a law enforcement decoy posing as a minor to investigate buying or selling of commercial sex acts is not a defense to soliciting, purchasing, or selling sex with a minor.

6.5 Using the Internet to investigate buyers and traffickers is a permissible investigative technique.

6.6 Law enforcement and child welfare agencies are mandated to promptly report missing and recovered children.

**Legal Analysis:**

6.1 Training on human trafficking and domestic minor sex trafficking for law enforcement is statutorily mandated.

Law enforcement officers in West Virginia are not expressly required to complete training on human trafficking or domestic minor sex trafficking. However, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 30-29-3(f) (Duties of the Governor’s committee and the subcommittee), the West Virginia Governor’s committee on crime, delinquency and corrections along with its law-enforcement professional standards subcommittee shall “[p]romulgate standards governing the qualifications of law-enforcement officers and the entry-level law-enforcement training curricula.” The committee and subcommittee also shall, pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 30-29-3(i), “[e]stablish standards governing mandatory training to effectively investigate organized criminal enterprises as defined in [W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2 (Definitions)] . . . for entry level training curricula and for law-enforcement officers who have not received such training as certified by the Governor’s committee . . . .” Given that West Virginia’s CSEC laws are included within the definition of “qualifying offense,” under the training requirements mandated in W. Va. Code Ann. § 30-29-3(i), it is possible that training these provisions may be required for law-enforcement in West Virginia.

6.1.1 Recommendation: Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 30-29-3 (Duties of the Governor’s committee and the subcommittee) to expressly mandate that law-enforcement in West Virginia receive training regarding human trafficking and domestic minor sex trafficking.

6.2 Single party consent to audiotaping is permitted in law enforcement investigations.

Single party consent to audiotaping is permitted in West Virginia. W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-1D-3(e) (Interception of communications generally) states,

55 W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2 defines “organized criminal enterprise” as “a combination of five or more persons engaging over a period of not less than six months in one or more of the qualifying offenses set forth in this section.”

56 Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-13-2, “qualifying offenses” include violations of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14(a) (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties), § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty), § 61-8-8 (Receiving support from prostitution; pimping; penalty), § 61-8C-2 (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty), and § 61-8C-3 (Distribution and exhibiting of material depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty).
It is lawful under this article for a person to intercept a wire, oral or electronic communication where the person is a party to the communication or where one of the parties to the communication has given prior consent to the interception unless the communication is intercepted for the purpose of committing any criminal or tortious act in violation of the constitution or laws of the United States or the constitution or laws of this state.

6.3 **Domestic minor sex trafficking investigations may use wiretapping to investigate the crime.**

Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-1D-8 (County prosecuting attorney or duly appointed special prosecutor may apply for order authorizing interception),

The prosecuting attorney of any county or duly appointed special prosecutor may apply to one of the designated circuit judges referred to in section seven [§ 62-1D-7] of this article and such judge, in accordance with the provisions of this article, may grant an order authorizing the interception of wire, oral or electronic communications by an officer of the investigative or law-enforcement agency when the prosecuting attorney or special prosecutor has shown reasonable cause to believe the interception would provide evidence of the commission of (i) kidnapping or abduction as defined and prohibited by [W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14 (Abduction of person; kidnapping or concealing child; penalties) and § 61-2-14a (Penalty for enticing away, kidnapping or holding hostage any person)] and including threats to kidnap or demand ransom as defined and prohibited by [W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-2-14c (Penalty for threats to kidnap or demand ransom)] . . . or (iv) any aider or abettor to any of the foregoing offenses or any conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing offenses if any aider, abettor or conspirator is a party to the communication to be intercepted.

Any information obtained through a wiretap authorized by an order granted under W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-1D-8, whether obtained by a law enforcement officer or other person receiving the information, may be disclosed in testimony given during “any criminal proceeding held under the authority of this state or of any political subdivision of this state.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-1D-9(c), (f).

6.3.1 **Recommendation:** Amend W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-1D-8 (County prosecuting attorney or duly appointed special prosecutor may apply for order authorizing interception) to allow a judge to issue an order permitting law-enforcement to use wiretapping in investigating violations of W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-8-6 (Detention of person in place of prostitution; penalty), § 61-8-7 (Procuring for house of prostitution; penalty; venue; competency as witness; marriage no defense), § 61-8-8 (Receiving 57 To the extent evidence of other crimes not the basis for authorizing the wiretap is obtained through use of an authorized wiretap, W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-1D-9(e) and (g) authorize the use of such evidence by law enforcement and its introduction in evidence through testimony in the criminal prosecution. W. Va. Code Ann. § 62-1D-9(e) and (g) provide,

(e) When an investigative or law-enforcement officer, while engaged in intercepting wire, oral or electronic communications in the manner authorized herein, intercepts wire, oral or electronic communications relating to offenses other than those specified in the order of authorization, the contents thereof, and evidence derived therefrom, may be disclosed or used as provided in subsections (a) and (b) of this section. Such contents and any evidence derived therefrom may be used under subsection (c) of this section when authorized or approved by the designated circuit judge where such judge finds on subsequent application that the contents were otherwise intercepted in accordance with the provisions of this article. The application shall be made as soon as may be practicable after such contents or the evidence derived therefrom is obtained.

(g) Any information relating to criminal activities other than those activities for which an order to intercept communications may be granted pursuant to section eight of this article may be disclosed only if such relates to the commission of a felony under the laws of this state, and such information may be offered, if otherwise admissible, as evidence in any such criminal proceeding, but shall not be used for the purpose of obtaining an arrest warrant, or an indictment under laws of this state.
support from prostitution; pimping; penalty; prostitute may testify), or § 61-8C-2(a), (b) (Use of minors in filming sexually explicit conduct prohibited; penalty).

6.4 Using a law enforcement decoy posing as a minor to investigate buying or selling of commercial sex acts is not a defense to soliciting, purchasing, or selling sex with a minor.

There is no law in place that explicitly permits the use of a decoy by law enforcement for the purpose of investigating prostitution or sex trafficking cases; however, as discussed in Section 6.5, decoys may be used under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty). In addition, case law addressing the defense of entrapment under West Virginia law indicates that to the extent that an undercover investigation of prostitution produces sufficient evidence to show that the buyer was predisposed to commit the crime, the defense of entrapment should not be available. 58

6.4.1 Recommendation: Enact a law explicitly permitting the use of a decoy to investigate domestic minor sex trafficking related crimes.

6.5 Using the Internet to investigate buyers and traffickers is a permissible investigative technique.

No statute expressly authorizes law enforcement to use the Internet to investigate buyers and traffickers of sex with minors; however, the use of the Internet to investigate buyers and traffickers appears to be a permissible investigative technique under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty). According to W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b, “Any person over the age of eighteen, who knowingly uses [or attempts to use] a computer to solicit, entice, seduce or lure . . . a minor known or believed to be at least four years younger than the person using the computer . . . to commit . . . [among other crimes, prostitution] is guilty of a felony . . . .” The use of the phrases “a minor . . . believed to be at least [4] years younger” and “believes to be such a minor” suggest that it is permissible for law enforcement to use the Internet to pose as a minor as part of an investigation under W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-3C-14b (Soliciting, etc. a minor via computer; penalty).

6.5.1 Recommendation: Enact a law that expressly authorizes law enforcement to use the internet to investigate buyers and traffickers in domestic minor sex trafficking investigations.

6.6 Law enforcement and child welfare agencies are mandated to promptly report missing and recovered children.

Investigating law enforcement agencies are required to update reports of missing children pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-9-14(c) which provides,

A law-enforcement agency involved in the investigation of a missing child shall:
(1) Update the initial report filed by the agency that received notification of the missing child upon the discovery of new information concerning the investigation;
(2) Forward the updated report to the appropriate agencies and organizations;
(3) Search the national crime information center’s wanted person file for reports of arrest warrants issued for persons who allegedly abducted or unlawfully retained children and compare these reports to the missing child’s national crime information center’s missing person file; and

58 See State v. Houston, 475 S.E.2d 307, 318 (W. Va. 1996) (holding that the “defense of entrapment is fully contained within the subjective test standard” which focuses on the defendant’s predisposition to commit the crime). To prevail based on the defense of entrapment, a defendant must show that “the offense originates with law enforcement officers who procure its commission by an accused who would not have otherwise perpetrated it except for the instigation or inducement by the law enforcement officers.” Id. at 227. While no West Virginia case law discusses the application of the defense in a case involving an undercover law enforcement officer investigating prostitution, where a law enforcement officer posed as a buyer of illegal drugs, the court found the defense inapplicable where “the State offered evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant was predisposed to commit the crime.” Id. at 230.
(4) Notify all law-enforcement agencies involved in the investigation, the missing children information clearinghouse, and the national crime information center when the missing child is located.

Pursuant to W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-9-3 (Clearinghouse function), the West Virginia Missing Children Information Clearinghouse was established to serve as a “central repository of information on missing children” and, under subsection (c), it shall do the following:

(1) Establish a system of intrastate communication of information relating to missing children;
(2) Provide a centralized file for the exchange of information on missing children and unidentified bodies of children within the state;
(3) Communicate with the National Crime Information Center for the exchange of information on missing children suspected of interstate travel;
(4) Collect, process, maintain and disseminate accurate and complete information on missing children;
(5) Provide a statewide toll-free telephone line for the reporting of missing children and for receiving information on missing children;
(6) Disseminate to custodians, law-enforcement agencies, the state Department of Education, the Bureau for Children and Families and the general public information that explains how to prevent child abduction and what to do if a child becomes missing;
(7) Compile statistics relating to the incidence of missing children within the state;
(8) Provide training materials and technical assistance to law-enforcement agencies and social services agencies pertaining to missing children; and
(9) Establish a media protocol for disseminating information pertaining to missing children.

Under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-9-8(a) (Law-enforcement requirements; missing child reports; unidentified bodies), when law enforcement receives a report of a missing child, it shall,

(1) Immediately start an investigation to determine the present location of the child if it determines that the child is in danger; and
(2) Enter the name of the missing child into the clearinghouse and the national crime information center missing person file if the child meets the center’s criteria, with all available identifying features, including dental records, fingerprints, other physical characteristics and a description of the clothing worn when the missing child was last seen.

If the missing child is under 13, law enforcement may forward the contents of the missing person report to the child’s last known “[c]hild care center or child care home in which the child was enrolled” or “[s]chool the child attended in West Virginia, if any.” W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-9-14(b). Additionally, under W. Va. Code Ann. § 49-9-14(c) (Agencies that receive report),

A law-enforcement agency involved in the investigation of a missing child shall:
(1) Update the initial report filed by the agency that received notification of the missing child upon the discovery of new information concerning the investigation;
(2) Forward the updated report to the appropriate agencies and organizations;
(3) Search the national crime information center’s wanted person file for reports of arrest warrants issued for persons who allegedly abducted or unlawfully retained children and compare these reports to the missing child’s national crime information center's missing person file; and
(4) Notify all law-enforcement agencies involved in the investigation, the missing children information clearinghouse, and the national crime information center when the missing child is located.
If law enforcement finds an unidentified body of a child, it must report the information to the clearinghouse and to the National Crime Information Center Unidentified Person File and cross-check the information with missing child descriptions. W. Va. Code Ann. §§ 49-9-8(c), 49-9-10(a).